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About This Content

Florence, Tuscany, Italy

Florence, capital of Italy's Tuscany region and birthplace of the Renaissance, is home to masterpieces of art and architecture.
One of its most iconic sites is the Florence Cathedral, with its terra-cotta-tiled dome engineered by Brunelleschi and bell tower
designed by Giotto. You can now experience one of the world's most picturesque cities in your Flight Simulator environment.

Detailed Scenery Area Features

36 km Of Custom TexturePhoto Terrain Textures With Near Photo Accuracy

342 km of Hand Classified Landclass For Accurate Blending

20710 Custom Geotypical Buildings Accurately Sized And Placed

Accurately Placed Vegetation Autogen
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First campaign they attacked me fro both sides and i got rekt. 10\/10.. Caravan is a trading game on the Arabian Peninsula
during the time of 1,001 nights. It's a casual game with simple decisions. Buy low, sell high. Decide on your trading route. Take
care that the caravan always has enough water. Additional crew gives different advantages. A trader improves prices when he
haggles successfully. Scouts can gain windfall profits while travelling, mercenaries and scoundrels help in battles.

The pace of the game is sedate. The start is slow until you're able to get the first donkeys for your caravan to get carriage space
for the trade goods. But even later on, the game is a grind. Travel forth and back, gain experience, earn money to improve your
crew. Beside the developing backstory, there's not much variation in events and mechanisms. It's obvious that the developer
usually does casual mobile games. The first hours are enjoyable, the second half of my playthrough was just ok. Can be
recommended as mindless relaxation after work when no major brain or dexterity activity is wanted.. Game is broken at the
start. you can't get past the tutorial. My only thing I noticed that would need to be fixed is the action/merging features. If one of
the merging targets dies the other zombies just stand there stuck and I can't move or do anything with them anymore. Still
playing and can't wait for more!. This is not a game you would expect to be so well designed but it's got some serious chops to
its design.

Don't let the slightly cheap graphics deter you, (extremely endearing and personable graphics that they are though), this is
refined and tasty little tower defense game with some elegant refining of the classic game play elements.

The build\/attack cycle, the way upgrades work, the way "spells" work; these all have simpler but far better ways of working
than classic tower defense. I especially like how you don't have choose between spending money on a "spell" or building a
tower, which is a choice that never really worked that well.

As well giving you all the time and infomation to make you decisions when building means in the attack phase you can be
enitrely focused on when to active the "spells" and it makes a lot of difference when you use or don't use them.

So to be clear this a tower defense where you will be entirely engaged the whole time, either because it's the build phase and you
have as much time as you like to plan things out, or its the night time "attack phase" where you are trying to frantically best use
your spells.

(I keep saying spells, but it's temp tower upgrades that function very similiar to the classic spells in tower defense, except these
are a lot more ingenius in how they work)

There's some smart as features like full money on a building cancel , and immediately showing you the path of attack that mean
you never feel cheated when things go wrong.

This is some of the best tower defense I've played. I liked the concept and the different branches, but a lot of the story feels
more like exposition and it\u2019s really hard to bond with the characters as we hardly spend time with them. There\u2019s not
a lot of time to truly connect and the romances have a \u2018strangled by the red string\u2019 feel. That being said
there\u2019s a lot of branches and different ways to do the story so you\u2019ll get your money\u2019s worth on the sale if
you\u2019re okay with all the expositions and the sparing use of dialogue.
If you\u2019re looking for a character driven story that allows you to bond with said characters--which is what I'm personally
into--you won\u2019t get much here.
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Some people mentioned that the art in Tiny Guardians resembled Kingdom Rush quite a bit, which was most likely intentional
on the part of the developers. The game's mechanics were still fairly unique, of course; it didn't take the formula wholesale.
That's something this game did. But cribbing from something doesn't necessarily mean your work is going to be bad, and Alien
Robot Monsters is a pretty good title that adds to that formula. The game starts off in a colony-era sci-fi setting, where a
contingent of space marines have been deployed to investigate an inhabitable planet. Unfortunately, you aren't the only ones
attempting to colonize it, and shortly after landing the troop finds themselves attacked by...well, you read the title. Time to
defend yourselves.

If you've played Kingdom Rush you'll get the hang of this pretty quick, and it might not jump out at you at first. You start with
only one tower, a Depot of rookies who are armed with simple machine guns. Not long after you get the Tech Lab, who can fire
slower bursts of lightning for bigger damage and armor-piercing. These are your two core units, which you can build into a ton
of other things, depending on what upgrades you buy on them. Adding an extra soldier to the depot for example, allows you to
make it into a marine barracks, your first blocker unit, while increasing range lets you make it into an outpost, a more straight
tower upgrade. Likewise, you can make the tech lab into the science lab, a more powerful AOE tower, or the satellite uplink,
which shoots at one enemy for high damage, and has infinite range. Every tower has three particular upgrades to it, letting even
the earlier ones feel like they have a lot of impact while fully kitted out. The game also has a fast forward button, which it's
cousin lacks, although that's in exchange for any hero units, which you won't find here.

That all said, there are some problems. By the end of the game you'll have so many paths you can take towers down that you
might find yourself forgetting what upgrades are necessary to get the one you want. You can look that up in levels, but it's still a
bit bothersome at times. Speaking of upgrades, one un-intuitive thing is that while most don't carry on to the next stage, some
do: adding an extra man to the depot is advised even if you don't want a barracks, since the outpost will have only two members
in it otherwise, and the tech lab's range upgrade extends to the science lab. By the end of the game I also found that I had so
many options it was difficult to discern what would be useful, since enemies can have both armor (blocks bullet weapons) or
shields (blocks science weapons), and can come in some difficult combinations. There were some I just never used much. The
upgrades you can buy with stars also feel a bit lackluster, and maybe not as helpful as they were in Kingdom Rush.

Aesthetic-wise I find the game quite nice. The B-Movie inspired enemies all look appealing and satisfying to blow into scrap,
while your attacks have some real punch, particularly at the end. Every tower has voice clips for when they're built and
upgraded, which have a bit of that old RTS charm to them. The game doesn't take itself very seriously, which you could
probably expect by the title.

I beat the campaign, did the optional levels, and unlocked all the achievements in about twenty-five hours, so it's comparatively
a bit short. But ARM is well-paced, and constantly gives you new things to play around with, as opposed to so other games in the
genre where you unlock your full arsenal and still have most of it to go through. If you've done everything or nearly so in
Kingdom Rush and want more like it, or just want something different to it, I think it'd be a fine addition to your library.. Very
Amazing Game, but it needs alot more
but i love it very much, best played with Gamepad
(There's a glitch with the steam achievments). 10/10 would fork again. This SHMUP is awesome!, that mix between the shield
and the short\/long range shot it's simply beautiful and organic; i'm not gonna lie, my first try in this game was via piracy, and it
took me less than 5 minutes to decide that it would be mine forever!!!

P.S: Awesome, i repeat, AWESOME OST!!! (Original & Arrange)

A MUST BUY FOR ANY SHMUP PLAYER.. I really like this tower defense game. It's so different from others because it
takes place in a tropical island and the enemies move in a fluid motion. It's challenging because you don't know where the boats
will be coming from. By far, my faveorite TD game yet!. It's a pretty fun game, something you can do while your bored or don't
know what else to play. And by the way, for people who are saying you have to click on the knight to select your arrow type, you
don't. You can use 1, 2, or 3 to choose what arrow you want to shoot. Much easier.. This series is one of my favourite puzzle
platformers of recent years. I thoroughly enjoyed the challenge, art, and music. The short bits of dialogue are charming and the
overall game is laid out really well. I do find that there is a sudden spike in difficulty in some levels, but it's never so
discouraging as to stop. The solution is almost always clear and it's just a matter of pulling it off. Overall a great little puzzle
game.
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